Filtering out social bots can help critical
response teams see what's happening in
real time
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teams and volunteers to act in a timely manner."
The algorithm works by computing diversity in
tweets and temporal coordination.
Bot accounts have less diverse tweets. For
instance, they repeatedly use same URLs or
hashtags and tweet around the same time.
Mehwish—who is now based at CSIRO's Data61,
the data and digital specialist arm of Australia's
national science agency– says that by filtering out
automated misinformation, agencies will be able to
easily access valuable first-hand information by
people on the ground during large events.
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"For instance," she adds, "minute to minute tweets
during the recent NSW and Queensland bushfire
emergencies could be extremely valuable for
guiding specific fire service responses."
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epidemics in real time.
"When something really big is going on, people
tweet a huge amount of useful information," says
Mehwish.
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"Being able rapidly filter out the polluting inputs of
social bots, which churn out multiple messages
that distort the human information flow, will help
law enforcement agencies, incident response
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